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Билеты для проведения годовой промежуточной аттестации по 

английскому языку в 4 классе. 

 

Билет №1 

1. Topic «About myself» 

2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text «Sport and 

games». 

 

                                              Билет №2 

1. Topic «My family». 

2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text 

«Seasons». 

 

                                           Билет №3 

1. Topic «My best friend». 
2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text «School 

subjects». 
 
 

Билет №4 
1. Topic «My pet». 
2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text «My 

flat». 
 

Билет №5 
1. Topic «My school». 
2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions. Text «Russia». 

 
 



 
 

Билет №6 
1. Topic «My favourite holiday». 
2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text 

«Moscow is our capital». 
 

 
Билет №7 

1. Topic «My city». 
2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text 

«Shopping» 
 

Билет №8 
1. Topic «My favourite season». 

2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text «Food and 

dishes». 

 

Билет №9 

1. Topic «Мy favourite book». 

2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text «In the 

zoo». 

 

Билет №10 

1. Topic « Sport in our life». 

2. Read, translate the text and answer the questions.Text «My 

Ehglish lesson». 

  



                                              Text  

SPORT AND GAMES 

Sport is important for us. There are a lot of interesting sports and games. I know 

basketball, volleyball, football, tennis, swimming, skating and skiing. I like 

swimming and skiing very much. I swim in the river in summer and ski in the 

forest in winter. I like to play football most of all. I usually play football with my 

friends. 

 

Questions: 

1. Is sport important for us? 

2. What kinds of sport do you know? 

3. What sport do you like to do? 

4. What games do you like to play? 

 

                                                           SEASONS 

There are four seasons. They are: winter, spring, summer, and autumn. Winter is 

a very cold season. There is usually much snow in winter. In spring the trees 

become green and birds sing. In summer it is hot. Summer is my favourite season. 

In autumn the weather is usually rainy. Schoolchildren go to school in September. 

 

Questions: 

1. How many seasons are there in a year? 

2. What are they? 

3. What can we do in winter? In summer? In autumn? 

 

                                            SCHOOL SUBJECTS 

I study a lot of subjects at school. I study Mathematics, Reading, Russian, English, 

Music, Arts, and Physical Education. We count and do sums at Mathematics. We 



write words and sentences and speak at our Russian and English lessons. We read 

and learn poems at the Reading lessons. We play sports at the Physical Education 

lessons. My favourite subjects are English and Reading. 

 

Questions: 

1. What do you study at school? 

2. What do you usually do at your English lesson? 

3. What is your favourite subject? 

4. Do you like Physical Education lessons? 

 

                                                             MY FLAT 

We live in a flat. Our flat is not very big. It is very clean and comfortable. There are 

two rooms in our flat. There is also a kitchen and a bathroom. In the living-room 

there is a sofa, a TV, a bookcase, a coffee table, and two armchairs. In my room 

there is a bed, a desk, a wardrobe, and a shelf. I love my flat very much. 

 

Questions: 

1. Do you live in a flat? 

2. Is your flat big? 

3. Is it comfortable? 

4. How many rooms are there in your flat? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                          RUSSIA 

 

I live in Russia. My country is very large. There are a lot of cities, towns and 

villages in it. The nature of my country is beautiful. There are rivers, lakes, 

mountains and forests in Russia. Summer is hot in my country. Winter is cold and 

there is much snow. I love my country very much. 

 

Questions: 

 

Is the nature beautiful in Russia? 

There are rivers, lakes, mountains and forests, aren't there? 

Is it warm in summer in Russia? 

What do you usually do in winter? 

 

                                             MOSCOW IS OUR CAPITAL 

 

Moscow is the capital of Russia. It is a big and beautiful city. It stands on the 

Moskva River. There are wide, long streets and high buildings in it Moscow is a 

very green city. There are a lot of parks in it. Many people like to come to 

Moscow. They visit its sights. I am very proud of the capital of my country. 

 

Questions: 

 

What city is the capital of Russia? 

There are wide, long streets and high buildings in it, aren't there? 

Are there many parks in Moscow? 

 



                                              SHOPPING 

I like to go shopping. Sometimes my mother asks me to buy some food. 

Sometimes I go shopping with my mum. It is very interesting to go to the shop. 

There are a lot of bright nice things there. We choose the goods and put them in 

the basket. Then we pay for these things. We bring home bags with tasty food. 

 

Questions: 

1. Do you like to go shopping? 

2. Do you often go shopping? 

3. Do you like to buy things? 

4. What do you usually buy? 

 

                                              FOOD AND DISHES 

My mother cooks for our family. She cooks breakfast, dinner and supper. For 

breakfast I like to eat sandwiches and tea or milk. I like to drink apple or orange 

juice. I also like to eat chicken and potatoes. I like a salad with tomatoes and 

cucumbers. I eat fruit and vegetables. They are good for us. 

 

Questions: 

1. Who cooks in your family? 

2. What do you like to eat for breakfast? 

3. Do you like to drink juice? 

4. Do you like fruit and vegetables? 

 

 

 

 



                                                        IN THE ZOO 

I live in a big city. There is a wonderful 200 in my city. I like to go there with my 

parents. There are a lot of funny animals in it. They are elephants, lions, 

crocodiles, giraffes, monkeys, tigers, and others. There are a lot of different birds, 

too. Lion is my favourite animal. It is the king of animals. I like to go to the zoo 

very much. 

 

Questions: 

1. Is there a zoo in your city? 

2. Do you like to go to the zoo? 

3. What animals are there in the zoo? 

4. What is your favourite animal? 

 

 

                                                MY ENGLISH LESSON 

I study a lot of subjects at school. I study Mathematics, Russian, Reading, English, 

Arts, and Music. English is my favourite subject. Our English lessons are very 

interesting. We learn new words and write exercises. We read texts and translate 

them. We play games and tell dialogues. I love English and I want to be an English 

teacher. 

 

Questions: 

1. What do you study in school? 

2. Do you like your English lessons? 

3. Do you play games at your English lesson? 

 


